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About This Game

Vermintide is back – darker, bloodier and more intense than ever!

Warhammer: Vermintide 2 is the sequel to the critically acclaimed Vermintide. The time has arrived to revisit the fierce first-
person co-op slaughter-fest featuring visceral and ground breaking melee action, set in the apocalyptic End Times of the war-

ravaged Warhammer Fantasy Battles world .

Our 5 heroes have returned to take on an even greater threat – the combined forces of a malevolent and destructive Chaos army
and the swarming Skaven horde. Prepare to be challenged like never before as you and your team desperately try to survive the
never-ending onslaught. Choose between 15 different careers, climb the talent trees, customize your arsenal to fit your unique
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play style, fight your way through a myriad of stunning levels, and challenge yourself in our new Heroic Deeds System. The only
thing standing between utter defeat and victory is you and your allies. If you fall - so will the Empire.
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Title: Warhammer: Vermintide 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
Fatshark
Publisher:
Fatshark
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 @ 2.80 GHz / AMD FX-4350 @ 4.2 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5870

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 65 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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The idea of the game is original and intriguing.
Unfortunately its execution is terrible.
The game punishes players that are doing well and aids the struggling ones. This isn't sound.
Furthermore the player needs to tend to a lot of repetitive mechanical tedium (repairing and putting pieces back) which gets old
fast.

After progressing into the higher levels I suddenly longed to solve a sudoku.
Solving them at least makes me feel like I accomplished something.. OMG!!!!
YOU Guys Should Try This Game Out!!!
I gues we can play together!!!
. The smaller this game is comparing to the others, the more awesome it gets when you play it. Old school 2d flight-fight arcade
with perks, ranks and awesome mods to play! Even if you dont like indie games from small developers, you should try at least
the free trial. There is more to it than meets the eye! Although, people need to learn to cooperate, and NOT go all for them
selves :P. Low-budget visual novel. Plot doesn't make sense.. The game itself is good, but ....

It is 32-bit, so it wont run properly on a 64-bit system. I (and many other people) have had issues getting the program started.
Once it starts, the game-window cannot be maximized to fit the entire screen, only about 60% of the screen.

The English is often times pretty bad. But it is not be too difficult to get the meaning of things.

I am having problems with disappearing or inaccessible quests. Sometimes I cannot access the new quests and get started. Most
of the time I can not go back and see what my quest was about. And all the time, I have no idea how much time I have to finish
a quest. That is bad for the game flow. Perhaps this is a 32 vs. 64 bit problem too?

I do not know how to pause games. I haven't been able to find any key doing that and I don't think there is one?

I think the game improves after a little bit of play and it has a gentle start, so it guides you well in the beginning. Good game
overall.. This is a good horror game with a great atmosphere and a clear objective- escape the office and don't get killed by the
monster.

I really enjoyed it and the only problem I would say I had was that I couldn't find the key-card in the toilets... but knowing me I
probably got it all wrong. XD

I made a video of the game in case you aren't sure about whether to get this or not. (You should. ;) )

https://youtu.be/Uio0RAN8IE0
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This software just crashes all the time
it doesnt worth the money and the devs dont care about it. Fun game, just not enough people on the servers.. If you liked Choice
of Deathless you'll enjoy this game as well.. This is pretty epic, definitely worth it in my opinion.

PROS:
Awesome immersive graphics
Choices
Smooth controls
Responsive
Great sound that draw you in
Intense fights with variety of enemies

CONS:
It's only a wave game
You are stuck in one spot as the waves come
You are required to constantly spin in a near 180 arc while fighting. I can already tell I'm going to spend a lot of time just
chilling out and hangin' with the regal giraffe in Shu's garden.

This is a weird game, but it is delightfully cute and incredibly calming. Very well done.. There's a lot to like in this game. It's got
deep lore, complex mechanics, lots of content, and plenty of replay value.

Unfortunately, it's just not very fun to play.

You have to micromanage everything. Running around the map reclaiming all the hamlets you lost because deer wandered into
them is really tedious.

Update 1.0.4:
Changes:

 - Arena combatants now wait for two hours instead of one, allowing more time to get to the battle.
 - More seed variations added to the 'Fungi Caves' and 'Leskova Forest'

Fixes:

 - The arena no longer glitches when using rings to teleport away.
 - Fairy seeds now grow correctly.
 - The 'Ancient Temple' now spawns enemies correctly.
. Update 1.0.5:
Fixes:

 - A bug that stopped some people walking over cobwebs in the Ancient Temple
 - Some spelling errors.
 - Code improvements to lessen 'postman' lag
 - Ion Silium can no longer crash the game during conversation.. Update 1.0.7:
Additions:

-Igloos are now numbered.

Fixes:

-The daily quest turnin bug has been fixed. This will no longer be an issue on new saves but for people already with the problem
there is a fix. See the below thread.
http://steamcommunity.com/app/807060/discussions/0/2949168687320981536/

-The pocketwatch will now never speed up time to x15. Hotfix 1.0.5.1:
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Fixes:

The entrance to the upper tomb in Spring City should note stay open after the Ruby Wand puzzle.. Update 1.0.3:
Additions:

 - Added a dash option. [shift] on keyboard [X] on gamepad.

Fixes:

 - Ozark Journal quest is no longer offered twice.
 - Leskova map no longer causes lag after closing.. Update 1.0.2:
Fixes:

 - Slowed down the 'wait' while sleeping to avoid crashes.
 - Master chests no longer drop junk.
 - Haegl runes now drop from more enemies.
 - Ethelbane no longer crashes when using resurrect.. Linux Version Added:
I've finally managed to create and upload a Linux package for those asking. I've not had a huge amount of time to test it so
please let me know if you find something odd and I'll do my best to get it fixed asap!

Beth (a fellow Ubuntu warrior)
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